Simplifying environmental cues in a Morris-type water maze improves place learning in old NMRI mice.
Old virgin female NMRI mice aged 17 months were compared with mice aged 3 months for their spatial learning abilities in two versions of the Morris water maze. The first one was a simplified version with a salient configuration of cues comparable to a black/white discrimination and the second one was the classical version of the Morris test with many distal cues surrounding the maze. In the simplified version, old mice presented a slower rate of acquisition and a transient poorer retention compared to young mice. However, old mice achieved a final level of performance statistically comparable to their young counterparts as assessed by latencies to escape onto the concealed platform and by the spatial bias measured in probe trials at intervals during testing. When subsequently subjected to classical Morris maze learning, the same old animals showed marked learning deficits and were persistently impaired in their latencies to escape onto the platform. They presented no spatial bias for the location of the platform in the different probe trials. When the goal was cued at the end of the experiment, the performances of old mice rapidly improved, showing that motivation, motor disabilities, or fatigue and ability to use proximal cues cannot explain the place learning deficit. Our results were discussed in terms of cognitive versus sensory/perceptual disabilities in aged rats and mice.